
1. Known as the modern and edgier version of the original Chanel Flap bag, the Chanel Boy is one 
of the brand’s more sought-after bags with its iconic structured lines and pronounced hardware. 
Designed by Karl Lagerfeld, the bag is an interpretation of Coco Chanel’s famous boyish charm 
whilst the name was inspired by the love of her life, Boy Capel.  This recognizable piece comes in 
a bright orange color, finished with silver hardware details and its push lock closure opening up 
to a canvas interior with one slip pocket to fit your keys or phone. Own a forever iconic piece 
with this classic bag.   

2. One of Chanel’s most popular styles, the Chanel Grand Shopping Tote is part of the brand’s 
classic caviar collection. Constructed from beautiful quilted caviar leather, it features a bold CC 
logo in the front with gold hardware details. A timeless piece, this Chanel Grand Shopping Tote 
comes in a soft beige color with smooth satin interior that can fit all your modern essentials. 
Sophisticated yet simple this bag will be an iconic addition to your wardrobe.  

3. The classic flap bag was first introduced in 1955 and became the most recognizable handbag. Its 
main design features a double flap, mademoiselle closure and a mademoiselle metal chain. Over 
the years several variations have emerged, including the Accordion Flap Bag which features a 
quilted caviar leather with a large CC stitched logo and three interior separate compartments. A 
chic and stylish piece, this Accordion comes in Silver Metallic with silver hardware. Always 
fabulous, this timeless piece is made for everyday elegance.    

4. Introduced in 2009, the Chanel Maxi flap bag is the largest version of the classic mini flap bag. 
The Classic Flap first appeared in the 1920s when Coco Chanel was tired of carrying a bag in the 
crook of her arm. Now part of the “Timeless Classic” collection, this Black Chanel Maxi Vintage is 
made of soft Lamb Skin Leather with gold hardware details and the iconic CC Turn-lock closure 
opens up to a supple Lamb Skin Leather interior with enough space to fit all your essentials for 
day and night. Own a piece of Chanel history with this iconic piece.  

5. This Chanel Vintage Black Caviar is a sophisticated piece. The shoulder bag design originally 
appeared in the 1920s in the Classic Flap when the designer was tired of carrying a bag under 
her arm. A practical alternative, shoulder bag was born with its leather chain straps. This Chanel 
Black Caviar In luxurious Caviar Leather features a zipper closure that opens up to a canvas 
interior perfect for your daily essentials. This piece is vintage timeless elegance on your arm.  

6. This Chanel Vintage Brown Caviar shoulder bag features a rounded rectangle design with a 
quilted caviar leather exterior and Classic Chanel Chain Leather straps in gold. A practical 
alternative to the classic handbags of the 1920s, the shoulder bag first appeared when Coco 
Chanel released the Classic Flap. This piece features a zipper closure with two zipper pockets in 
its interior to fit all your modern essentials. Timelessly elegant and simple sophistication, this 
bag will always keep you stylish.  

7. This Red Chanel Wallet is a classic iconic design. In luxurious Caviar Leather, it features the 
brand’s CC logo in the front with a zipper closure that opens up to an interior with one zipper 
and 12 slip pockets, perfect to fit all your essentials. A timeless piece, this is sophistication in 
your hand.  

8. This Caviar Shoulder Bag is a timeless piece. Sophisticated practicality is embodied in this Black 
Caviar Leather bag inspired by Coco Chanel’s boyish charm and stylish functionality. The 
designer was known for her classic and no-nonsense timeless designs, and this shoulder bag is 



no different. Featuring gold hardware details and a zipper closure, it opens up to a spacious 
interior with two zipper pockets to fit all your modern essentials. A beautiful and classic bag, the 
Caviar Shoulder Bag can complete any outfit day or night.  

9. Coco Chanel first designed the shoulder bag in the 1920s when she decided she was tired of carrying 
a bag in the crook of her arm. First appearing as the Classic Flap Bag, the brand began releasing a 
series of collections that featured elegant and practical handbags in classic styles. This Chanel Mini 
Shoulder bag comes in white lavish Lamb Skin Leather with gold detailing with a classic leather chain 
strap. Perfect for day or night, this is versatile elegance on your shoulder.  

10. Making its mark in Chanel history as one of the most collectable and desirable bags of all time; the 
highly coveted Chanel Cabas features a unique CC signature chain strap with pendant and a hobo 
style design. This particular piece features a quilted base and silver hardware details. In Black 
Luxurious Goat Skin Leather, the Cabas includes a soft satin interior with one zipper and two slip 
pockets to fit all the everyday essentials. Elegant yet casual, this is functional sophistication.   


